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 Still NEUTRAL; prices to moderate further in 2024. Private residential 

property prices rose more than expected – by 6.7% YoY in 2023 (2022: 
+8.6% YoY) – buoyed by selective new launches. However, the price 
increases continued to come in at lower volumes, indicating more selective 
demand amid a growing mismatch in pricing expectations. We expect 2024 
to be a slow grinding year, with a further moderation in property prices. Key 
catalysts remain a healthy economy and resilient household balance 
sheets, with headwinds being increasing supply and higher interest rates. 

 Expecting muted 1H, slightly better 2H. We expect property prices to 

remain largely flattish in 1H24, weighed by higher interest rates and likely 
cautious buyer sentiment. However, with economic growth expected to 
accelerate (RHB economists expect 2024 Singapore GDP growth to be 
+3% YoY, vs +1.2% YoY in 2023) and interest rates anticipated to fall in 
2H, we expect property prices to recover. Overall, we raise our 2024 price 
forecasts to 1-4% (from 0-2% previously), mainly on the back of brightening 
prospects of a soft landing for the global economy. This should result in a 
more stable job market and higher wage growth.  

 Volumes to remain sluggish amid signs of buyer fatigue. We estimate 

full-year private residential purchases (excluding executive condominiums 
(ECs)) for 2023 to be slightly below 7,000 units, or c.7% lower than 2022 
levels. Overall private residential transaction volumes fell 15% YoY in 2023 
to 18,510 units (up until mid-Dec 2023,) based on Urban Redevelopment 
Authority (URA) estimates, indicating a steeper decline in resale market 
transactions. For 2024, we expect primary market transactions to be slightly 
higher, at 7,000-7,500 units, mainly due to a higher number of new launches 
expected to come on-stream, while secondary market transaction volumes 
are likely to remain flattish. We also anticipate developers (especially in the 
high-end segment) of selected projects to start offering soft discounts to 
move inventory amidst increasing competition. 

 Further cooling measures likely if prices continue to climb. Minister for 

National Development Desmond Lee, in his latest public remarks (link), 
noted that property prices are not expected to rise indefinitely, as signs of 
moderation are seen in public and private markets. We regard this as 
another sign of the Government continuing to closely monitor the property 
market and, possibly, more demand-side measures could be implemented 
if the price increase steepens (+3-5% QoQ). This could be in the form of 
further increases to additional buyer’s stamp duty (ABSD), seller’s stamp 
duty (SSD) for investment property purchases, and lower loan to value. 

 Rents expected to shrink by 5-10% in 2024 as vacancy rates (8.4%) have 

started to climb higher on the back of more project completions (post 
normalisation of pandemic-led construction delays). This, coupled with 
sharp hikes in overall market rental rates in the last three years (+56%) 
reducing affordability, has led to the market being poised for a correction in 
2024. We expect rental rates to fall across all market segments, with the 
high-end segment likely seeing the maximum impact. 
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Stock impact – developers are still the deep-value plays, but the sector lacks 
strong catalysts 
City Developments remains our Top Pick. CIT has sold a substantial portion of its 

Singapore residential landbank over the last two years, and has unbilled residential sales in 
excess of c.SGD5bn, based on our estimates. While it still has a few residential sites that 
are expected to be launched in 2024, we believe the landbank is well spread across 
segments and regions of Singapore, and we see limited inventory risks at this juncture. In 
addition, its hospitality portfolio investment properties are expected to continue to do well. 
This counter is trading at a deep discount to book value and RNAV (>60%). 

On the other hand, property agencies are likely to trade sideways amid slower transaction 
volumes and a weaker demand outlook. We maintain our NEUTRAL rating and TP of 
SGD0.46 for APAC Realty. 

 

Supply and inventory 
Unsold inventory is expected to increase as a result of higher supply and slower 
sales. Since inventory levels bottomed in 1Q22, the number of unsold units has been slowly 

creeping up – although it dipped slightly QoQ in 3Q23. Overall, the number of unsold units 
in the pipeline with planning approvals stand at c.17,161 units, which is 22% higher than the 
1Q22 low but still 24% below the long-term average (Figure 3). 

Diving into market segments, the high-end segment accounts for the majority (38%) of 
unsold units available. This is not surprising, as this segment has been the hardest hit by 
the latest sector cooling measures targeting foreign buyers. This has resulted in slower 
sales and a steady build-up in inventory. This is followed by the mass market segment 
(36%), while inventory for the mid-tier segment remains relatively low, at 26% of the total or 
c.4,525 units. The key reason for the low inventory in the mid-tier segment is the relatively 
robust take-up rate of some recent new launches in the mid-tier market, due to their 
attractive locations and pricing. 

For 2024, we expect inventory to build up steadily, on the back of a strong new launch 
supply pipeline and more selective buying demand. In addition, the Government has been 
steadily ramping up the supply in the latest Government Land Sales (GLS) exercise. The 
increased supply and relatively high interest rate environment will be a key factor in keeping 
the price growth in check in the coming years, in our view. 

The impact from increasing supply is beginning to be felt in the vacancy rates. Overall 
vacancy rates in 3Q23 jumped to 8.4% from 6.3% in the previous quarter. Unsurprisingly, 
the high-end properties have the highest vacancies at 10%, followed by 9.3% in the mid-tier 
segment, and 7.3% for mass market properties. The increasing vacancy rates, in our view, 
are a precursor to and key driver of the anticipated rental rate decline. 

Figure 1: Private sales (ex-ECs) to remain flat in 2024 Figure 2: Falling take-up rates point to selective demand 

 

 

Source: Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA), RHB Source: URA, RHB 
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Figure 3:  Unsold units have been on a decline since 1Q19 Figure 4: Rising vacancy rates with more projects being 
completed  

 

 

Source: URA, RHB Source: URA, RHB 

 

Land bids to moderate with more choices and reduced appetite. The Government has 

been steadily increasing private housing supply since 2022 to cater to the increasing 
demand and moderate price growth. For 1H24, it announced a 6% HoH increase in the 
number of confirmed-list residential properties to 5,450 units. This the highest supply on the 
confirmed list in a single GLS programme since 2H13. The supply from the confirmed list 
has also been tweaked slightly higher HoH. Note: Sites on the confirmed list are 
automatically launched for tendering as per the planned schedule, while sites on the reserve 
list need to be triggered by a developer with a committed acceptable minimum price set by 
the URA.  

The steady increase in land supply is starting to have the desired effect, with some 
moderation in land bids observed in recent land sales. Developers have also accumulated 
more landbank in the last two years, and have turned much more selective on sites and 
prices. This trend is expected to continue for upcoming land bids, and should soften the 
overall land prices – thereby having a corresponding moderating effect on prices upon the 
upcoming launches. 

Figure 5: Non-landed sites under the GLS programme 

(including ECs) 

Figure 6: EC land supply under the GLS programme 

  

Source: URA, RHB Source: URA, RHB 
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Household debt and interest rates 

Household balance sheet remains in healthy shape despite pressure from the interest 
rate increase. Based on the Monetary Authority of Singapore’s (MAS) financial stability 

review or FSR in Nov 2023, the household sector’s balance sheet remains resilient despite 
the increases in cost of living and debt service burden in recent quarters.  

Household deleveraging continued in every quarter of 2023, in light of the higher interest 
rates, with aggregate household debt decreasing by 0.7% YoY to SGD361.2bn as of 3Q23. 
As a result, aggregate household debt as a share of personal disposable income (3Q23) is 
now at a decade-low of 1.2. MAS noted this was driven by a confluence of a moderation in 
household debt and continued income growth. We expect household debt growth to see a 
flattish-to-slight increase this year, mainly driven by higher supply from new launches. The 
housing non-performing loans (NPL) ratio, though, slightly ticked up in 3Q – albeit still at a 
low 0.24%, which is well below the 10-year average of 0.37%. The average loan-to-value or 
LTV ratio (3Q23), similarly, remains well below the long-term average, at 41% vs 43% as of 
3Q22. 

Overall cash and deposits (3Q23), on the other hand, continued to steadily rise with a 7% 
YoY increase as of 3Q23 to SGD607bn, well exceeding the total household debt. Household 
sector net wealth similarly saw a 7.6% YoY jump to SGD2.7trn, largely supported by 
sustained growth in liquid assets and in the value of residential property assets. 

Looking ahead, MAS noted that borrowers who are expected to refinance in 2024 – 
especially those on existing fixed rate loan packages – would likely see a step-up in 
mortgage rates. However, MAS’ adverse stress scenario simulation covering borrowers 
expected to undergo refinancing in 2024 shows that most of these households would still 
be able to service their mortgages under conservative assumptions of higher interest rates 
and income loss. A small segment of highly leveraged borrowers could be more vulnerable 
to repayment risk. 

Figure 7:  Household debt and YoY growth (%) Figure 8:  Housing NPL ratio (%) 

 

 

Source: MAS, RHB Source: MAS, RHB 

 

Housing loan interest rate likely nearing a peak. Singapore has been transitioning loan 

packages from Singapore Dollar Swap Offer Rate (SOR) and Singapore Interbank Offered 
Rate (SIBOR) to Singapore Overnight Rate Average (SORA). SIBOR will cease after end-
Dec 2024, and SORA will replace SIBOR as the key interest rate benchmark for Singapore 
Dollar Interest Contracts. SORA, which has been administered by MAS since 2005, is the 
volume-weighted average borrowing rate in Singapore's unsecured overnight interbank 
cash market. As of end-Dec 2023, the SORA (3-month) stands at 3.71%, which is about 
70bps higher than what it was in early 2023. Typically, the spread of mortgage loans above 
SORA (3m) across banks range from 50-100bps. 

As the Singapore Government does not have an implicit interest rate policy, based on past 
correlations, the benchmark interest rates tend to closely track the US Federal Reserve (US 
Fed) fund rates, albeit with a lower amplitude and a lag (3-6 months). Premised on this, the 
lag effect of current US interest rate peaks will likely be felt in 1H24, with rates expected to 
decline after that. With household balance sheets relatively in a favourable position overall, 
we expect the peaking of interest rates to have a limited effect and stress on the housing 
market. 
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Figure 9:  URA price index vs SORA  Figure 10:  FTSE Real Estate Index vs URA PPI  

 

 

Source: Bloomberg, RHB Source: Bloomberg, RHB 

 

Rental market 
Rental rates are expected to fall by 5-10% in 2024, after running up sharply in the last 
three years. The rental market, which has been diverging lower from the Property Price 

Index in the past, started to undergo a good recovery since end 2020. This has been due to 
a combination of reasons including delays in project completion due to the manpower 
shortage, a sharp influx of foreigners post-COVID-19 – amid the rising status of Singapore 
as a major global financial hub – and also an increase in locals seeking short-term rental 
accommodation. 

As a result, the non-landed property rental index has risen by 56% over the last three years 
as of 3Q23, well outpacing the 27% growth in property prices during the same period. The 
mid-tier segment saw the biggest rental rate increase of 59% over the last three years, while 
the mass market and high-end rental index rose 49% during the same period. The pace of 
the rental rate growth, however, has started to ease, with a meagre 0.8% QoQ hike seen 
during 3Q23. With COVID-19-related tailwinds on rental demand easing and rising 
headwinds from higher supply and reduced affordability, we believe the overall rental market 
peaked in 4Q23, and expect a 5-10% correction in 2024. 

This sharp spike in rental rates over the last three years resulted in the rental index climbing 
much faster than the price index, reversing the gap seen during 2016-2019 (Figure 13). 
However, with rental rates expected to fall, we expect the rental index to converge towards 
the price index by end-2024. The softening of the rental market, coupled with broad-based 
inflationary factors, should moderate the overall rental yields and reduce the demand for 
investment properties, in our view. 

Based on expected completion dates reported by developers, 3,167 units (including ECs) 
should have been completed in the last quarter of 2023. Another 12,032 units (including 
ECs) are expected to be completed in 2024. In total, c.22,500 units (including ECs) are 
expected to be completed until 2025.  
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Figure 11:  Private home price vs rental index (1Q05 = 100)  Figure 12:  Expected completion of private units and ECs 

 

 

 
Source: URA, , RHB Source: URA, RHB 

 

New private residential launches 
More than 12,000 units in the launch pipeline for 2024.  According to EdgeProp (link)  

about 42 projects (c.12,750 units) are expected to be launched in 2024. This is c.40% higher 
than the 10-year average (2013-2022) new launch supply of 8,941 units and c.20% higher 
than the 10-year average demand of 10,084 units.  

The supply is well spread all across Singapore, with units for the mass market forming the 
majority of it. The increased supply, if it materialises (i.e. developers proceed with launches 
instead of deferring them) will present a wide range of choices for buyers. This may boost 
competition and could likely trigger a price war, with more developers pricing units more 
attractively and possibly offering soft discounts to move their inventory during project 
launches. Overall, this is likely to moderate the launch take-up rate to 20-40% levels (from 
40-70% in the last two years) with only selected projects seeing the most robust interest. 
Projects we expect to garner strong interest include those at the Toa Payoh site, Jalan 
Tembusu site, and One Sophia (Figure 13) 

Overall buying interest has been mainly from locals, with Singaporeans and permanent 
residents accounting for c.97% of demand in new launches. Purchases made by foreign 
buyers have trickled down post the latest cooling measures, which resulted in the ABSD 
doubling to 60% from 30%. We expect this trend to continue in 2024 as well. 

Figure 13:  Major launches in 2024 by region 

No. Project name Location Region Lease tenure Estimated Units 

1 Tampines Avenue 11 GLS site Tampines Avenue 11 OCR 99-year leasehold >1,000 

2 Former Chuan Park Lorong Chuan OCR 99-year leasehold 916 

3 Lentor Mansion Lentor Gardens OCR 99-year leasehold 533 

4 Tengah Plantation Loop site Tengah Plantation Loop OCR 99-year leasehold 508 

5 Lentor Central Site Lentor Central OCR 99-year leasehold Estimated at 475 

6 Sora Yuan Ching Road OCR 99-year leasehold 440 

7 Hillhaven Hillview Rise OCR 99-year leasehold 341 

8 Jalan Tembusu site Jalan Tembusu RCR 99-year leasehold 847 

9 Lorong 1 Toa Payoh site Lorong 1 Toa Payoh RCR 99-year leasehold 777 

10 Pine Grove site Pine Grove RCR 99-year leasehold 565 

11 Marina View Residences Marina View CCR 99-year leasehold 683 

12 Marina Gardens GLS site Marina Gardens Lane CCR 99-year leasehold 790 

13 One Sophia Sophie Road CCR 99-year leasehold 367 

14 Newport Residences Anson Road CCR Freehold 246 
 

Note: OCR – Outside Central Region, RCR – Rest of Central Region and CCR – Core Central Region 

Source: The EdgeProp 

 

 

 

https://s3.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/www.theedgeproperty.com/Digital+Marketing/2024+New+Launches+Map+-+EdgeProp+Singapore.pdf
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RHB Guide to Investment Ratings 

 
Buy:  Share price may exceed 10% over the next 12 months 
Trading Buy:  Share price may exceed 15% over the next 3 months, however longer-

term outlook remains uncertain 
Neutral:  Share price may fall within the range of +/- 10% over the next  

12 months  
Take Profit:  Target price has been attained. Look to accumulate at lower levels 
Sell:  Share price may fall by more than 10% over the next 12 months 
Not Rated:  Stock is not within regular research coverage 
 

Investment Research Disclaimers 
 
RHB has issued this report for information purposes only. This report is intended for 
circulation amongst RHB and its affiliates’ clients generally or such persons as may be 
deemed eligible by RHB to receive this report and does not have regard to the specific 
investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person 
who may receive this report.  This report is not intended, and should not under any 
circumstances be construed as, an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell the 
securities referred to herein or any related financial instruments. 
 
This report may further consist of, whether in whole or in part, summaries, research, 
compilations, extracts or analysis that has been prepared by RHB’s strategic, joint 
venture and/or business partners. No representation or warranty (express or implied) 
is given as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and accordingly 
investors should make their own informed decisions before relying on the same. 
 
This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or 
entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other 
jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to 
the applicable laws or regulations. By accepting this report, the recipient hereof (i) 
represents and warrants that it is lawfully able to receive this document under the laws 
and regulations of the jurisdiction in which it is located or other applicable laws and (ii) 
acknowledges and agrees to be bound by the limitations contained herein. Any failure 
to comply with these limitations may constitute a violation of applicable laws. 
 
All the information contained herein is based upon publicly available information and 
has been obtained from sources that RHB believes to be reliable and correct at the 
time of issue of this report. However, such sources have not been independently 
verified by RHB and/or its affiliates and this report does not purport to contain all 
information that a prospective investor may require. The opinions expressed herein 
are RHB’s present opinions only and are subject to change without prior notice. RHB 
is not under any obligation to update or keep current the information and opinions 
expressed herein or to provide the recipient with access to any additional information. 
Consequently, RHB does not guarantee, represent or warrant, expressly or impliedly, 
as to the adequacy, accuracy, reliability, fairness or completeness of the information 
and opinion contained in this report. Neither RHB (including its officers, directors, 
associates, connected parties, and/or employees) nor does any of its agents accept 
any liability for any direct, indirect or consequential losses, loss of profits and/or 
damages that may arise from the use or reliance of this research report and/or further 
communications given in relation to this report. Any such responsibility or liability is 
hereby expressly disclaimed. 
 
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that statement of facts made in this report are 
accurate, all estimates, projections, forecasts, expressions of opinion and other 
subjective judgments contained in this report are based on assumptions considered to 
be reasonable and must not be construed as a representation that the matters referred 
to therein will occur. Different assumptions by RHB or any other source may yield 
substantially different results and recommendations contained on one type of research 
product may differ from recommendations contained in other types of research. The 
performance of currencies may affect the value of, or income from, the securities or 
any other financial instruments referenced in this report. Holders of depositary receipts 
backed by the securities discussed in this report assume currency risk. Past 
performance is not a guide to future performance. Income from investments may 
fluctuate. The price or value of the investments to which this report relates, either 
directly or indirectly, may fall or rise against the interest of investors. 
 
This report may contain comments, estimates, projections, forecasts and expressions 
of opinion relating to macroeconomic research published by RHB economists of which 
should not be considered as investment ratings/advice and/or a recommendation by 
such economists on any securities discussed in this report. 
 
This report does not purport to be comprehensive or to contain all the information that a 
prospective investor may need in order to make an investment decision. The recipient of 
this report is making its own independent assessment and decisions regarding any 
securities or financial instruments referenced herein. Any investment discussed or 
recommended in this report may be unsuitable for an investor depending on the investor’s 
specific investment objectives and financial position. The material in this report is general 
information intended for recipients who understand the risks of investing in financial 
instruments. This report does not take into account whether an investment or course of 
action and any associated risks are suitable for the recipient. Any recommendations 
contained in this report must therefore not be relied upon as investment advice based on 
the recipient's personal circumstances. Investors should make their own independent 
evaluation of the information contained herein, consider their own investment objective, 
financial situation and particular needs and seek their own financial, business, legal, tax 
and other advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities or the 
investment strategies discussed or recommended in this report. 
 

This report may contain forward-looking statements which are often but not always 
identified by the use of words such as “believe”, “estimate”, “intend” and “expect” and 
statements that an event or result “may”, “will” or “might” occur or be achieved and 
other similar expressions. Such forward-looking statements are based on assumptions 
made and information currently available to RHB and are subject to known and 
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, 
performance or achievement to be materially different from any future results, 
performance or achievement, expressed or implied by such forward-looking 
statements. Caution should be taken with respect to such statements and recipients 
of this report should not place undue reliance on any such forward-looking statements. 
RHB expressly disclaims any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking 
statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or circumstances 
after the date of this publication or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. 
 
The use of any website to access this report electronically is done at the recipient’s own 
risk, and it is the recipient’s sole responsibility to take precautions to ensure that it is free 
from viruses or other items of a destructive nature. This report may also provide the 
addresses of, or contain hyperlinks to, websites. RHB takes no responsibility for the 
content contained therein. Such addresses or hyperlinks (including addresses or 
hyperlinks to RHB own website material) are provided solely for the recipient’s 
convenience. The information and the content of the linked site do not in any way form 
part of this report. Accessing such website or following such link through the report or 
RHB website shall be at the recipient’s own risk. 
 
This report may contain information obtained from third parties. Third party content 
providers do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of any 
information and are not responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), 
regardless of the cause, or for the results obtained from the use of such content. Third 
party content providers give no express or implied warranties, including, but not limited 
to, any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use. Third party 
content providers shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, 
compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, 
or losses (including lost income or profits and opportunity costs) in connection with any 
use of their content.  
 
The research analysts responsible for the production of this report hereby certifies that 
the views expressed herein accurately and exclusively reflect his or her personal views 
and opinions about any and all of the issuers or securities analysed in this report and 
were prepared independently and autonomously. The research analysts that authored 
this report are precluded by RHB in all circumstances from trading in the securities or 
other financial instruments referenced in the report, or from having an interest in the 
company(ies) that they cover. 
 
The contents of this report is strictly confidential and may not be copied, reproduced, 
published, distributed, transmitted or passed, in whole or in part, to any other person 

without the prior express written consent of RHB and/or its affiliates. This report has 
been delivered to RHB and its affiliates’ clients for information purposes only and upon 
the express understanding that such parties will use it only for the purposes set forth 
above. By electing to view or accepting a copy of this report, the recipients have agreed 
that they will not print, copy, videotape, record, hyperlink, download, or otherwise 
attempt to reproduce or re-transmit (in any form including hard copy or electronic 
distribution format) the contents of this report. RHB and/or its affiliates accepts no 
liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect. 
 
The contents of this report are subject to copyright.  Please refer to Restrictions on 
Distribution below for information regarding the distributors of this report.  Recipients 
must not reproduce or disseminate any content or findings of this report without the 
express permission of RHB and the distributors. 
 
The securities mentioned in this publication may not be eligible for sale in some states 
or countries or certain categories of investors. The recipient of this report should have 
regard to the laws of the recipient’s place of domicile when contemplating transactions 
in the securities or other financial instruments referred to herein. The securities 
discussed in this report may not have been registered in such jurisdiction. Without 
prejudice to the foregoing, the recipient is to note that additional disclaimers, warnings 
or qualifications may apply based on geographical location of the person or entity 
receiving this report. 
 
The term “RHB” shall denote, where appropriate, the relevant entity distributing or 
disseminating the report in the particular jurisdiction referenced below, or, in every 
other case, RHB Investment Bank Berhad and its affiliates, subsidiaries and related 
companies. 
 
RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION 
 
Malaysia 
This report is issued and distributed in Malaysia by RHB Investment Bank Berhad 
(“RHBIB”). The views and opinions in this report are our own as of the date hereof and 
is subject to change. If the Financial Services and Markets Act of the United Kingdom 
or the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority apply to a recipient, our obligations 
owed to such recipient therein are unaffected. RHBIB has no obligation to update its 
opinion or the information in this report.  
 
Thailand 
This report is issued and distributed in the Kingdom of Thailand by RHB Securities 
(Thailand) PCL, a licensed securities company that is authorised by the Ministry of 
Finance, regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission of Thailand and is a 
member of the Stock Exchange of Thailand. The Thai Institute of Directors Association 
has disclosed the Corporate Governance Report of Thai Listed Companies made 
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pursuant to the policy of the Securities and Exchange Commission of Thailand. RHB 
Securities (Thailand) PCL does not endorse, confirm nor certify the result of the Corporate 
Governance Report of Thai Listed Companies. 
 
Indonesia 
This report is issued and distributed in Indonesia by PT RHB Sekuritas Indonesia. This 
research does not constitute an offering document and it should not be construed as 
an offer of securities in Indonesia. Any securities offered or sold, directly or indirectly, 
in Indonesia or to any Indonesian citizen or corporation (wherever located) or to any 
Indonesian resident in a manner which constitutes a public offering under Indonesian 
laws and regulations must comply with the prevailing Indonesian laws and regulations. 
 
Singapore 
This report is issued and distributed in Singapore by RHB Bank Berhad (through its 
Singapore branch) which is an exempt capital markets services entity and an exempt 
financial adviser regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. RHB Bank Berhad 
(through its Singapore branch) may distribute reports produced by its respective 
foreign entities, affiliates or other foreign research houses pursuant to an arrangement 
under Regulation 32C of the Financial Advisers Regulations. Where the report is 
distributed in Singapore to a person who is not an Accredited Investor, Expert Investor 
or an Institutional Investor, RHB Bank Berhad (through its Singapore branch) accepts 
legal responsibility for the contents of the report to such persons only to the extent 
required by law. Singapore recipients should contact RHB Bank Berhad (through its 
Singapore branch) in respect of any matter arising from or in connection with the report. 
 
United States 
This report was prepared by RHB is meant for distribution solely and directly to “major” 
U.S. institutional investors as defined under, and pursuant to, the requirements of Rule 
15a-6 under the U.S. Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the 
“Exchange Act”) via a registered U.S. broker-dealer as appointed by RHB from time to 
time. Accordingly, any access to this report via Bursa Marketplace or any other 
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